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About these notes
These notes have been prepared by Cam Nicholson, Nicon Rural Services for the Grain and
Graze program. They support the demonstration, training and extension of risk activities
developed as part of the Grain and Graze adaptive management and decision making
theme.
The core component of the risk activities is to conduct stochastic modelling using an add-in
program for Excel called @Risk (www.palisade.com). This enables deterministic (single
value) models to become more realistic by including how likely those single values occur.
However it is widely recognised the output from the risk modelling is incomplete without
detailed and informed discussion around the results.
The suggested approach presented in these notes is based on pilot activities and best bet
analysis.
Major contributions to the data and have been made by Tom Jackson and David Cornish.
The author and members of Grain and Graze are indebted to them for their assistance and
support.

Disclaimer
The advice provided in these notes is intended as a source of information only. The Grain
and Graze program, its employees, contractors and funding partners do not guarantee that
these notes are without flaw of any kind or is wholly appropriate for your purposes and
therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence which may arise
from you relying on any information in this publication.

Reproduction of these notes
These notes have been prepared for participants in the Grain and Graze risk analysis
workshops. They are not for reproduction in part or whole without acknowledgement of
the author, Cam Nicholson (cam@niconrural.com.au) and the Grain and Graze program.
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1. Risk analysis to inform decision making
1.1 Background
The Grain and Graze program is supporting farmers and advisors to make more informed
decisions around the components and enterprises in a farming system. It is believed that
successful integration of cropping and grazing provides greater resilience to the business
than through cropping or grazing alone. In the long run, the diversity and opportunity from
several successfully integrated enterprises spreads the financial risk, buffers the financial
highs and lows and therefore reduces the stress on the people in the farming business.
Working in whole farm systems is not new nor is it unique to Grain and Graze. Farmers do it
every day, many people in Government agencies are now employed in farming systems type
projects and some private consultants have businesses that operate at this level. Grain and
Graze does not intend to compete or duplicate these existing services or programs. Instead
it aims to identify and address some of the limitations, omissions or enhancements that
could be made to the current support, to assist farmers make more informed and confident
decisions at the systems level.
One limitation is in the way risk is analysed and considered. Most historic analysis is based
on averages which masks volatility and as a consequence hides risk. Grain and Graze
believes there is opportunity to dramatically improve the way farmers and advisors
understand, examine and discuss risk. These training notes suggest an alternative way of
analysing risk in a farming business.
A second limitation is how to include the social dimension into any analysis. Optimisation
models and other calculations are simply unable to capture the preferences and wants of
each farming circumstance. Every farming business is unique and every farming business
has their own ‘right’ balance. Inevitably it is complex. Supporting farmers to work through
these unique, complex issues and then make the best decision1 they can is part of the Grain
and Graze program.

1.2 A few key concepts related to risk
The tension between risk and reward
There is no reward without risk. Risk is a necessary part of making returns. You can make
decisions to reduce risk, but it usually comes at a price, namely lower returns. But human
beings usually want both – high returns and low risk. So we make decisions where we trade
some risk for some return.

1

A ‘good’ decision is an informed decision where you appreciate the consequences and will have the least
regret if it goes bad. To be seen as a good decision, we need to get a favourable outcome, which improves our
options and provides pleasure or reward. Whether it is the ‘right’ decision is a matter of time (hindsight).

1
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An individual's position towards risk
Everyone has a different position on risk. No position is right or wrong, it is what you are
willing to live with. Care must be taken in the presentation and interpretation of the results
that we don't solely focus on lower risk options and forego potential increased returns.
Risk and probability
Risk is defined as likelihood x consequence. In the context of whole farm analysis risk is how
frequently an event occurs and the value or amount when it does occur. This means risk has
odds assigned to it. Framing the odds is an essential part of conducting this risk analysis.
Some users may be uncomfortable about having to frame the odds with imperfect
knowledge. While this is understandable it is also unavoidable. However it is prudent to
consider the confidence you have in the odds being used and operate on the conservative
side.
Framing the odds
To understand and talk about risk in farming, and to use this to inform our decisions, we
need to frame the odds around various events occurring. The events to consider are those
that are highly variable and cannot be easily predicted when on-farm decisions have to be
made. The variation in prices, yields and some costs2 in agriculture are ‘events’ that are
highly variable, but can have a big impact on our final return.
Some may be fearful about framing odds based on opinion or judgement because they are
our personal convictions about the occurrence of an uncertain event. Nobody can predict
the future with certainty, so it is essential we use our own knowledge, the knowledge of
others, intuition and convictions to make these judgements. After all if the decision is ours,
then so should the odds on which we based that decision.
In reality when we are framing the odds we operate on a continuum, from those results we
are able to make confident estimates about, to those framed on intuition and gut feel.
It is also important to realise that by framing the odds, it doesn’t guarantee the result will
occur precisely in that sequence. There may be periods when the result occurs more
frequently than the odds suggest, followed by periods of lesser frequency (although in the
‘long run’ the ratio is thought to be correct.)
Using historic information (form guides) to help frame the odds
Historic information can be a valuable source of information to help inform the odds of
future events happening. In Grain and Graze we call this historic information the form
guide. However just because we have historic information it does not guarantee the future
will behave with the same frequency and value as the past. So while the form can be a
useful guide, it remains a guide only. For more information on this topic refer to chapter 2.

2

Some input costs in agriculture are variable eg predicting supplementary feeding at the start of the
season whereas others are reasonably stable eg seed prices (although some relatively stable costs
may increase annually).
2
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Percentiles
Percentiles are used throughout these workshop notes as a way of representing probability
and value or amount (i.e. risk). To create percentiles, a group of numbers are divided into
100 equal parts and ranked in order. A percentile is simply the value that falls at a specified
number of parts. For example the 10% percentile represents the 10th highest value out of
the 100 equal parts. The 50% percentile represents the middle or 50th number (often
referred to as the median).
These workshop notes commonly require P10 and P90 values (representing the values for
the lowest and highest one in 10 events). For our purposes it can be coarsely thought of as
the best and worst one year in 10 events. The P50 or median value is also used representing
a 'typical' year.
Percentiles or P values
A percentile is simply the values below which a percentage or proportion of values fall.
The values are arranged from lowest to highest and divided into the specified number
of groups.
 Quartiles (or quarters) clusters the values into 25% groups, so quartile 1 is the
lowest 25% of values, Quartile 3 the lowest 75% of values.


Deciles (or tenths) clusters the values into 10% groups, so decile 1 is the lowest
10% of values, decile 9 is the lowest 90% of values



Percentiles cluster values into any % group specified. So the 5% percentile or
P5 clusters the lowest 5% of values, the P95 the lowest 95% of values etc.

1.3 Risk analysis model used by Grain and Graze
Whole-farm economic models are used to represent farm businesses. These models are
created in Excel and represent the physical characteristics of the farm, the production
system used and the risks the business is exposed to. Any whole-farm models can be used.
At the core of this whole-farm economic output is a profit and loss type statement. We
believe this is the most easily accessible and meaningful output to commence discussions
with a farmer. Income is defined as price by quantity of the commodities sold. Farm
operating profit (FOP) is the difference between income and costs (in our case before
interest, tax, lease costs and money used for business growth3).
Risk is explicitly included in the model by representing risky variables such as commodity
prices, yields and some costs with probability distributions rather than single values.
Stochastic simulations (multiple calculations with random values of representative
3

These other variables could easily be included in your model if you wish. We have chosen not to
include them because some farmers don't wish to make public their debt and financing details.
3
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frequency) from of the farm model is then used to construct a probability distribution of the
FOP.
Hints
 This type of modeling is intended for strategic and not tactical decision making.
There are many other tools to do tactical and optimisation analysis.
 It represents a farming system in a steady state i.e. after the changes have been fully
implemented. It does not inform the most appropriate way to get to this new state.
 The values in the distribution assumes the farmer does not make short term (tactical
and operational) decisions to changing circumstances. For example if the grain yield
was predicted to be low, say because of drought, the model uses this low yield. In
reality the farmer may not harvest the grain but cut it for fodder instead.
 The FOP calculated will not be the same as the FOP used for taxation purposes. This
is because managerial wages, costing of replacement animals, production and use of
saved fodder and grain (see later) is not fully accounted for in a taxation P&L.
 As long as the numbers in the FOP are 'right' according to the farmer and represent
the farm adequately, it doesn’t matter how you got to the numbers. The simpler we
can make the creation of the required input values, the more accessible the analysis
becomes to the farmer. Therefore start at the number you require and work
backwards, adding the necessary detail to make the number is credible in the eyes of
the farmer.
 Start by constructing the Excel model using single values. These can be replaced
with risky distributions at a later stage.
 Not all variables are important determinants of farm business risk, and hence not all
variables will need to be represented in these models with probability distributions.
This includes variables which are either not sufficiently variable over time or not
sufficiently important determinants of farm profit (such as the price of drench).
These variables will be represented in the model by single values. This is done to
avoid making the model overly complicated and time-consuming to construct and
use.
 Unless there is interest in understanding the volatility between enterprises within a
farming operation, then overhead, pasture, sheep & wool costs etc can be lumped
together eg pasture costs can be combined for all grazing operations, supplementary
feeding can be lumped together, harvesting of all crops can be lumped together etc.
 The separation or amalgamation of values is driven by the questions the farmer
wants answers to. It is not productive to spend a lot of time collecting data that gets
combined to give a value that is not considered a risky variable. However if there are
different levels of risk or variability either between or within enterprises that the
farmer is interested in, then they need to be separated. For example if the sale price
for lamb is different to sheep meat, then the two need to be valued separately. If
the cost of fungicides used on one type of crop is predictable, but for another crop
type it is highly variable (because of season) then they need to be separated.
 A tricky issue is placing a value on ‘products’ generated and used on the farm
(because in a typical P&L statement they don’t appear as being sold). These
products needs to be accounted for otherwise they will not be included as a
(potential) risky variable because they will be hidden. We suggest they get
4
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quantified using economically equivalent values i.e. the value these products would
make if sold and the quantity that was produced. The most common will be:
o Grain or fodder grown, harvested, stored and then fed on farm
o Seed kept for re-sowing
o Manure (from pigs, poultry, feedlot) used as replacement fertiliser

1.4 The difference between policy or decision variables and uncertain variables
It is important to make a distinction between two types of variables in your model. These
are:
 Policy or decision variables, where you chose the values eg area or crop and
pasture, area of different crop types, number of ewes joined, increasing stocking
rate etc. They are generally discrete (whole) numbers. Importantly they stay the
same for any one simulation. Policy or decision variables are changed when a new
simulation is run (more in section 2.10).


Uncertain variables - These are used if you don't know the exact value when
undertaking the calculation eg crop yield, wool price, lambing %, amount of
supplementary feeding required etc. Generally you have little or no control over, so
there is a range of possibilities. Importantly they change within one simulation.

We suggest you separate the policy or decision variables from the uncertain variables in
your Excel model to make it easier to differentiate.

5
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2. Form guides and framing the odds
As mentioned in section 1 risk analysis requires framing the odds. Historic information can
be a useful form guide to inform the odds that are used.
There is a range on historic sources of information that can be accessed (often at a cost) to
create the appropriate form guides for prices and yields

2.1 Price form guides
The Grain and Graze program has analysed historic price information for the major
commodities in Southern and Western Australia. This information is presented in two
forms:
 A hard copy table of values determined for specified percentiles (Appendix 1). Both
real values and percentage differences from the median are presented.
Unfortunately these values will date over time however the % difference from the
P50 can still be useful.
 An on-line tool to create your own price form guides for common commodities and
inputs agprice.cerdi.edu.au. This guide is updated each financial year and allows you
to create mean, mode and percentile values for any commodity and specified time
period.

2.2 Yield form guides
Creating a form guide for yields is more difficult that prices. Weather, soil type and
management all combine to produce an infinite array of interactions that result in a final
yield. More importantly the results of these combinations are often unique to an individual
farming business.
There are four potential sources of historic yield data that may be useful form guides. These
are:
 Broad regional data
 Industry or private consultant benchmarking data
 Modelled data from computer programs
 Farm records
Broad regional data
Unlike prices there are no organisations that collect national yield data except on a very
broad basis. The Australian Bureau of Agriculture and Resource Economics (ABARES)
AGSURF database enables broad regional differences to be inferred for a range of
commodity types (apps.daff.gov.au/AGSURF). An example from the database is provided
for wheat (Appendix 2).
Industry or private consultant benchmarking data
The growth in private consultants and the provision of benchmarking services has resulted
in the collection of a lot of farm data. This information can be very useful in creating form
6
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guides because it is local, but also because the results can often be linked to circumstances
that may have influence the final yield e.g. dry finish to the season.
The correct interpretation of the data is critical, with an approach similar to using individual
farm data (see discussion in the farm data section).
Modelled data from computer programs
An alternative approach to appreciate the potential range in yields is to use computer
models like APSIM and GrassGro to calculate grain yield or annual pasture growth. While
many assumptions need to be made in running these models, they do provide some insights
into the potential variability that may be encountered. With sufficient ‘runs’ some useful
percentile values can be created. However the inability to factor in issues such as frost,
disease and weed competition means the results are often higher than is commonly
encountered. Therefore use the values as a guide to create the appropriate distribution.
The Grain and Graze program modelled grain and pasture yields at a number of locations in
Southern and Western Australia. Examples are provided (Appendix 3).
Farm records
Farm records can be invaluable in understanding what has happened over time because
they reflect the uniqueness of the farm resources, management and circumstances.
However to be valuable the records need to be collected over a period of time.
Unfortunately not all farmers keep accurate yield records or are easily accessible.
Nevertheless if the information is available it can be a valuable form guide.
A trap with farm records (and industry or consultant data) is to believe the worst yields
represent say a P10 value and the best yields represent the P90 values. They may not
because the full range of yields may not have been encountered during this period.
Consider the example where a farmer has 10 years of records. It may be a mistake to
assume the lowest of these yield values represents the worst 10% of possible results. This
worst result might have been caused by the worst drought in 50 years and therefore doesn’t
represent a 1 in 10 year yield. Conversely the best result may not represent the best one in
10 year yield as this may be the product of a one in a generation year. Extreme events can
skew the results and be misleading.
A useful method to analyse historic information and frame the odds from this data is
outlined in appendix 4.

2.3 Framing the odds
Framing the odds requires assigning a value and a probability of that value occurring. In
these training notes we recommend generating values for three odds, the P10, P50 and P90.
If sufficient data is available then a simple formula in Excel (percentile,(array,k)) will enable
these calculations to be made.

7
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If this is not possible, then a useful way to frame the odds is to think about a 10 year time
frame. Ask yourself
 What is the worst 1 year in 10 result I could expect?
 What is the best 1 year in 10 result I could expect?
 What is a typical result I could expect?
NB: The best and worst 1 in 10 year results do not have to be equally above and below the
most common.
Example. Consider the amount of supplementary feeding you do. In the best 1 year in 10
you may not feed at all, in the worst 1 year in 10 you may feed 3 round bales of hay per
head, but typically you only feed 1 bale per head.

8
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3. Building @Risk into your Excel based model
3.1 Customise default settings in @Risk
The @Risk program (like most computer programs) has default settings. We have found
that some of the default settings are not ideal for what we are trying to do. They can be
changed each time an example is run, but it is more efficient to change the default values at
the start. The default values were suggest changing are:
1. The cell colour when a cell is an input distribution or an output distribution (so they
are more obvious on the spreadsheet).
2. The default p values that are displayed. The current default is P5 and P95, we
believe more appropriate values are P10 and P90.
3. Statistics that appear on the graphs. The default values that appear just confuse the
discussion.
4. The risk scenario considered from the best 10% of results to the worse 10% of results
5. The number of calculations performed.
6. The values required for the distribution graphs we choose.
How to customise default settings (For @Risk version 6.0.x)





Start the @Risk program (when @Risk is running a new tab called @Risk will appear
to the left of the view tab in Excel)
Click on the @Risk tab
Click on the utilities button, then click on the Application Setting.... button (a list of
setting should appear)





Scroll down to the 4th pane headed Colour @Risk Function Cells
Click on the + button
Go to Apply colour to, click on the drop down menu and change it from nothing to
font (this changes how the input and output data appears in your spreadsheet)




Then scroll down to the 5th pane headed Simulation Graph Defaults
Go to Left Delimiter and change it to 10%, then Right Delimiter and change it to 90%
(this changes where the delimiter lines appear on your input and output graphs)




Still in the 5th pane (headed Simulation Graph Defaults)
Go to Legend View and chose (Legends with statistics), the go down to - Legend
statistics and click the drop down menu. Only tick on Mean, Mode, 10%, 25%, 75%,
90% (this changes the values table that appear in the graphs).



Then scroll down to the 8th pane headed Scenario Defaults and change the Scenario
#3 to <10% , from >90% (This changes a default scenario to the worst 10% of results).



Then scroll down to the 10th pane headed Default Simulation Settings
9
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Go to Iterations and change it to 5000 (this changes the number of calculations that
are made).



Then scroll down to the 11th pane headed Alternative parameter defaults (this
action changes the tail values requested when constructing the distribution graphs)
Go to ExtValueAlt and change the 5% to 10% and the 95% to 90%
Go to InvGaussAlt and change the 5% to 10% and the 95% to 90%
Go to LognormAlt and change the 5% to 10% and the 95% to 90%
Go to LogLogisticAlt and change the 5% to 10% and the 95% to 90%
Go to Pearson5Alt and change the 5% to 10% and the 95% to 90%
Go to PertAlt and change the 5% to 10% and the 95% to 90%
Go to WeibullAlt and change the 5% to 10% and the 95% to 90%
Click OK and answer yes. This will take you out of these settings
















Then go to the define distributions tab (far LHS)
Click on the icon and go to the Alt. Parameters tab.
Click on ExtValueAlt distribution to highlight it (one click) then go to the make
favourite button and click on this. It will transfer this distribution to your favourites
tab.
Repeat this process for
o InvGaussAlt
o LognormAlt
o LogLogisticAlt
o Pearson5Alt
o PertAlt
o WeibullAlt
Click on the icon and go to the Discrete tab. Select
o Bernoulli to add to your favourites
o Poisson to add to your favourites

3.2 Other tricks with @Risk
Turning @Risk on or off while in Excel
How to do this (there are two ways)
 Click on the utilities button, then click on the Unload @Risk add in (@Risk will be
removed and the spreadsheet will operate in Excel only)
 To restart @Risk click on the @Risk icon on your start menu or desktop.
OR
 Click on the swap functions button and you will be prompted to swap out of @Risk.
Click yes.
 To restart @Risk click on the swap functions button. It is the only button you can
click on!
Make sure only one workbook with @Risk functions is open when running simulations
10
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When you run a simulation, @Risk randomly distributes values to any distribution in any
workbook that is open. This has implications if you wish to get exactly the same outputs
each time. If three workbooks with distributions are open, @Risk distributes to all of them.
If you close one of the workbooks and run the simulation again, @Risk will distribute values
only to those open workbook which means values that would have gone to the third
workbook are now distributed to the first workbook. These values will be different to the
previous run and the final output will be (slightly) different. This can be off-putting if you
are expecting exactly the same result each time.
Watch the bloody dice!
A nifty function in @Risk is the dice (officially called the random/static standard (F9) Recalc).
They are the small icon second from the left under simulations. They are used to check if
your Excel model with @Risk functions is working. By clicking the dice and then pressing F9,
it will randomly create one set of values for your distributions. This will change the value of
any formulas you have that use @Risk functions. Click F9 again and you get another set of
numbers.
However if you leave the dice on and try and change distributions or formulas in the
spreadsheet it will use the random numbers it has generated and not the expected or
standard values you built the model with. Everything seems to go up the putt! Just turn the
dice off.

3.3 Creating an Excel model that represents farm operating profit
The @Risk program is an add on to Excel. Before trying to insert @Risk functions it is wise
to build your model using static values. Create a profit and loss statement using Excel based
on average or typical commodity prices, yields and costs. The @Risk program will recognise
Excel formulas and formatting.
The Excel file Example farm used in training notes is a simple version of what is
required. Explore this example to make sure you understand how the model works.

Test your model to make sure it is calculating correctly. Change yields, prices, areas, stocking
rates etc and make sure the outputs are correct.
Once you are happy with the model you can include the @Risk functions (risky variables).

3.4 Choosing and creating appropriate input distributions
Input distribution selection is critical to generating meaningful results. We want them to be
simple but they need to match the risk characteristics of the distribution, especially the 'tail'
characteristics. To gain consistency it also helps to all agree on the same distributions.
There are two broad types of distributions we use. These are continuous and discrete
distributions.
11
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Continuous distributions
Continuous distributions represent a range of possible values. They are used if we don't
know the exact value (cannot predict it or we have little or no control over). This applies to
most variables in agriculture namely commodity prices and yields.
The @Risk program provide a large choice of continuous distributions. We need to pick the
most appropriate distributions, but how do we do this?
For commodity prices

Distributions used to represent commodity prices need to have certain characteristics. In
particular:
 negative values are impossible
 they should generally be skewed to the right (ie low values are relatively more likely
to occur than high values)
 very high values must be allowed to occur from time to time (ie when global
shortages occur).
Historic information from July 2003 to June 2014 has been examined to understanding the
best fit distributions which is appropriate to use that represents a commodity variable.
Historic information can also be used to guide the range of possible values these
distributions should take. The most important part of the distribution is how it represents
the tails (both high end and low end).
The suggested type of distribution to use (table 1) and possible values to guide the creation
of distributions (appendix 1) are presented for common commodities.
Table 1: Suggested continuous distribution type to use for commodity prices (first and second
rank)

Commodity
Wool
Lamb / Sheep
meat /live sheep
Beef cattle
Crops

Suggested
distribution
Pearson5Alt,
LogLogisticAlt
InvGaussAlt,
Pearson5Alt
Pearson5Alt,
InvGaussAlt
Pearson5Alt,
LogLogisticAlt

Comments about the distribution

Values must be greater than 0 but do not have
a defined upper limit. Most common values
are skewed towards the lower values with
along diminishing tail of high values. Three
percentile values (P10, P50 and P90) are
required to create the distribution

For yields

Unlike commodity prices, very little historical information is available on farm-level yields of
crop and livestock outputs. Even if such information was available, it would be of little use in
constructing distributions to represent the output of a particular farm because differences
12
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in soils, climatic conditions and management mean that different farms will have different
yield distributions.
Also unlike prices, there is relatively little theory which can be used to guide the choice of
distribution type. Negative values are still impossible, but it may be possible to have zero
yields, especially with crops. Also there is no particular reason to believe yield distributions
will be systematically skewed left or right, and very high values are not necessarily any more
or less likely than very low values.
Catering for zero yield can be approached two ways. The first is to truncate the distribution,
so any negative values are ‘redistributed’ into the positive side of the distribution. However
this excludes the probability of zero yields, although it increases the probability of very low
yields.
The alternative way is to allow negative yields to occur, but construct an ‘if’ statement in
Excel so when a negative value occurs, yield is recaluated at zero. The distribution that is
negative or less represents the probability of zero yield. For more explanation refer to
appendix 5.
Data fitting of APSIM and GrassGro modelling indicates the Weibull distribution is the best
fit distribution across a range of locations, soil types, varieties and fertility levels (refer to
Identification of best fit distributions to represent grain yield and pasture production on the
Grain and Graze website). PertAlt is also a useful universal type distribution to use.
Yield values are highly dependent on farmer insight (and possibly records from individual
farm benchmarking). While some may feel uneasy about the 'accuracy' of the figures, who
is in a better position to dispute this?
In these yield distribution, we avoid trying to represent very bad yields caused by infrequent
but highly significant events. These are dealt with in discrete distributions (see next
section).

For costs

It is unlikely many cost will have significant distributions and are usually left as single values.
However if distributions are being used, used the Pearson5 distribution.

How to create a continuous distribution

When entering these distributions or any other function, give yourself plenty of room –
insert new rows and columns into your spreadsheet as necessary so that you can get the
names of your distributions in sensible places, can see where all your distributions are, and
can easily see the connection from the distribution you have entered to the price or
quantity of interest.
13
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Create a simple table in Excel that represents the P10, P50 and P 90 values for the
price or yield of a commodity
Commodity

P10

P50

P90

Price
distribution

P10

P50

P90

Yield
distribution

White wheat
Commodity
White wheat


Determine the P10, P50 and P90 values by asking the farmer
o Thinking of a 10 year period, what is the most likely price/yield for white
wheat? (this is the P50 value)
o Thinking of a 10 year period, what is the lowest price/yield for white wheat?
(this is the P10 value)
o Thinking of a 10 year period, what is the highest price/yield for white wheat?
(this is the P90 value)

NB: Be mindful the prices may not be adjusted for inflation so could be on the lower side.
Use the tables in appendix 1 to confirm the price figures are 'in the ballpark', but be willing
to accept other values if the farmer has good reason for them to be higher or lower.


Click on the cell where the distribution is to be inserted (highlighted)
Commodity

P10

P50

P90

Price
distribution

White wheat








Click on the @Risk tab
Click on the define distributions button (far LHS) – a dialogue box will appear
Select the WeibullAlt or PertAlt distribution from the list of available distributions in
your favourites
Click the select distribution button (at the bottom of the dialog box)
Now, a new dialog box will appear, with a WeibullAlt or PertAlt distribution in it.
Ignore the default numbers that appear in the distribution at this stage – these only
appear so an error message is avoided.
On the left hand side of this box around half-way up, just below where it lists the
parameters, there are four small buttons. Click the one which is farthest to the right
(it is mostly white with a red arrow in the middle of it)
Then, WITHOUT CLICKING ANYTHING ELSE, select all three of the cells containing
the P10, P50 and P90 values which are in the spreadsheet. Or, click on each of these
sequentially – P10, P50, P90.
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Commodity

P10

P50

P90

Price
distribution

White wheat





Now click on the little button in the top-right corner of the box on the screen. This
will take you back to the dialogue box with the WeibullAlt or PertAlt distribution in it.
The values to create the distribution will come from these cells.
Finally, press OK.
That’s it – the distribution is in.
Repeat for the other risky variables in the model.

Note:
 To truncate negative yield values rather than use the approach in appendix 5, click
on the define distributions. Go to the Trunc.Min cell. Type 0 into the 'trunc.min'
cell, don't fill in the 'trunc.max', then click 'OK'.
 You will have a value (in blue font) for that distribution that represent the expected
value. It may not be exactly the same as the P50 value if the distribution is skewed.
 To show the distribution graph again, simply click on the cell with the distribution
value in it and click on define distributions
 Check to see if the distribution looks right. Sometimes your estimates of the P10 and
P90 in WeibullAlt or PertAlt can make the yield distribution unrepresentative. Use
the delimiter line and cells to test the 1 year in 20, 1 year in 50 values. Do these
seem realistic?
 Changing the P10, P50 and P90 values in the Excel table will automatically change
the distribution.
 The heading for the distribution is created by taking the first alpha cell (words) it
finds to the left of the distribution value cell, THEN the first alpha value (words) it
finds above the distribution value cell. To change a heading just change these cells.
Commodity

P10

P50

P90

Price
distribution

White wheat





IMPORTANT: To get these distributions to influence the results, we need to link
them to the calculations in Excel. Replace the existing cell you had in the static
model with the cell reference of the appropriate distribution.
Then click on the dice and see if the values are changing (this is one reason to set
your calculations in the static Excel model, so you can see if values are changing
where appropriate)
Click the dice off!
IMPORTANT: Not all distributions are possible given the P values you use.
Remember you are only using 3 values to stretch a distribution into a shape with
different 'middle' and 'tails'. If one or more P values are too extreme, a #value!
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message will appear in the cell. Adjust the P values until the 'expected value'
appears and then test the distribution to see if it remains representative.
The ExtraValAlt distribution can be useful if yields have a very define negative skew.

Discrete distributions
Discrete distributions represent an event. In our analysis discrete distributions are used to
represent infrequent but highly significant events such as a severe frost, a flood, price
collapse eg old sheep are worthless. It is important to include these events in the farm
model, because these events are often critical determinants of the risk associated with
particular farm systems. We call them catastrophic events and they are not represented in
the continuous distributions4.
To avoid unrealistic values occurring in the farm model, the Pearson5Alt or PertAlt
distributions are combined with a discrete distribution to represent the occurrence of
catastrophic events. The @Risk program provides 10 discrete distributions. The discrete
distribution we recommend using is the Bernoulli distribution because it allows for two
discrete events to be included. It takes the value of 0 in all years except those in which the
event occurs, when it takes the value 1. The only parameter required to calibrate this
distribution is the probability (P) with which the event occurs. If several discrete events can
occur eg 20% change of a 30% yield loss and a 5% change of an 80% yield loss the a passion
distribution is used.
The consequences of the event occurring are specified separately in the model and formula
are used to link the occurrence of the event with the consequences, and to ensure that
when the event does not occur the yield is simply drawn from the Pearson5Alt or PertAlt
distribution. Accordingly, these models contain two-part yield distributions: Pearson5Alt or
PertAlt distributions represent yields which occur in normal years, and Bernoulli or Poisson
distributions are used to represent yields which occur in disaster years.
How to create a Bernoulli distribution
 Create a simple table in Excel similar to the one below
Probability of
event occurring
(between 0 & 1.0)

4

Loss if the event
occurs (%)

Type of
event

Bernoulli
Multiply
distribution continuous
value by …

representing the occurrence of extremely low yields cannot be done simply by including them as
the P10 value in Pearson5Alt or PertAlt distributions. This is because the Pearson5Alt or PertAlt is a
continuous, unimodal distribution, hence including catastrophic yields in this distribution would
place too much probability weight on yields between the catastrophic yields and the yields likely to
apply in normal years. For example, canola yields on a particular farm might vary between 1.5 and
3.5 t/ha 1 year in 10 (the P10 and P90 values). One year in 20 they might be 0.2 t/ha, say due to
severe frost. For this farm, canola yields between 0.2 and 1.5 t/ha are unlikely to occur very often.
However, if the P10 of the PERT distribution is defined as 0.2 t/ha, yields between 0.2 t/ha and 1.5
t/ha would frequently occur.
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Identify how often this event can be expected to occur – this is defined as
‘probability of event occurring’ in the spreadsheet. It is value between 0 and 1, so a
90% chance of occurring is represented as 0.9.
Identify how large the yield or price loss will be – usually as a % of the average yield
or price.
List the type of event considered (We put it in here so it creates the appropriate
heading for the distribution graph)
Click on the ‘Bernoulli distribution' cell where the distribution is to be inserted
Click on the define distributions button (far LHS) – a dialogue box will appear
Select the Bernoulli distribution from the list of available distributions in your
favourites
Click the select distribution button (at the bottom of the dialog box)
Now, a new dialog box will appear, with a Bernoulli distribution in it. Ignore the
default numbers.
On the left hand side of this box around half-way up, just below where it lists the
parameters, there are four small buttons. Click the one which is farthest to the right
(it is mostly white with a red arrow in the middle of it)
Then, WITHOUT CLICKING ANYTHING ELSE, select the cell containing the 'Probability
of event occurring’ which is in the spreadsheet. This is the cell where you have
calculated the probability of the event occurring in any one year as a value between
0 and 1.0.
Click OK
That’s it – the distribution is in.
Finally calculate the price or yield adjustment if the event occurs. In the cell
‘Multiply continuous value by …’ subtract the % loss if an event occurs from 100,
then divide by 100 to get a value between 0 and 1. For example if there was a 75%
yield loss, then the calculation becomes (100 -75)/100 = 0.25. The value 0.25 should
appear in the ‘Multiply continuous value by …’ cell.

Note:
 The Bernoulli distribution (in blue font) returns 0 whenever the event does not
occur, and 1 when it does occur.
 To get this distribution to influence the results, we need to link it with the
continuous distribution result. To do this we use an ‘if’ statement and insert the
formula in the yield or price adjustment value cell.
 The formula for this statement is: ‘if(Cell with Bernoulli distribution = 1,then Cell
multiple continuous distribution by, 1)’
 Now you will have a cell which equals 1 whenever the event does not occur, and a
yield reduction (represented when the event does occur by the value in the cell
multiply continuous distribution by….)
 Finally, multiply the multiply continuous distribution by…' cell by the yield or price
variable which the catastrophic event applies to. This will mean that whenever the
event does not occur, you just get the normal of this variable, but when it does
17
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occur, you get the normal value of this variable multiplied by the catastrophic
reduction.
That’s it – Done.
Repeat for the other catastrophic events you wish to include.

Does it make a difference? Refer to appendix 6 to see how including a Poisson even
changes the yield output distribution.
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3.5 Correlations
Correlations measure the strength of relationship between variables. In agriculture, many
commodities move in relation to each other. For example as wheat prices rise, so do barley
prices. They are positively correlated. When supplementary feed prices rise say due to
drought, then livestock prices tend to fall. They are negatively correlated. The range of
possible values correlations can take is -1 to 1 and is sometimes referred to as the ‘r’ value.
No correlation is represented by zero.
The r value can be broadly classified into ‘strengths’.
 Strong with r greater than ±0.8
 Medium with an r value between ±0.5 and ±0.8
 Weak with an r value less than ±0.5
 None with an r value of 0
Knowing a weak r value can be just as useful as knowing a strong r value because the
weakness implies there is no connection between the two variables, so they should be
considered independent of each other.
Unless told to do otherwise, the @Risk program will randomly select values from each
distribution irrespective of the relationships we know to exist. This means it is possible to
have a very high price for one commodity say wheat and a very low price for a similar
commodity like barley. This price differential is highly unlikely to occur but unless
addressed, the result from @Risk will be unrealistic.
To overcome this problem, correlation can be created in @Risk. These tables either
positively or negatively link risky variables. The most obvious correlations to use are:
 Prices within commodities
 Prices between commodities
It is possible (and tempting) to correlate a lot of variables. This can make your model
complex and hard to follow. We recommend only a few obvious correlations are made in
the model, based on evidence the relationship does occur. An excellent explanation of yield
and price correlations for different commodities is presented in appendix 8.


Historic data has been used to identify price correlations we believe are important to
consider (table 3). However there is an huge range of possible correlations between
commodities and these will change depending on the time period selected. While
correlation for the past decade have been generated (appendix 9), users are
encouraged to examine their own correlations through the on-line tool
agprice.cerdi.edu.au. This guide is updated each financial year and allows you to
examine correlations for any two commodities over any specified time period.
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Table 3: Important price correlations within and between commodities (July 2003 to June 2014)
for WA, SA and Victoria.

Commodity

Correlation
value
Fine wool to coarse wool
0.8
Young beef cattle to cows
0.8
Lambs to sheep meat
0.8
Beef to sheep
0.3
Cereals to canola
0.9
Cereals to lupins
0.8
Cereals to lentils
0.4
Feed barley to young cattle or sheep
-0.3

How to create a correlation between risky variables















To enter a correlation, first select a distribution cell (in blue font) which contains one
of the distributions that you want to correlate, then press the define correlations
button in the @Risk toolbar.
You will have a dialogue box. Give the correlation matrix a title. (NB: You can't use
spaces between words so use underscore)!
Go to the bottom of the dialogue box and click add inputs. Click on the cell that
contains a distribution you want to correlate.
Press OK. It will put the cell heading in the first row and first column. The
correlation value is 1 because they are the same commodity so perfectly correlated.
Go to the bottom of the dialogue box and click add inputs again. Click on the cell
that contains the next distribution you want to correlate.
Press OK. It will put the cell heading in the second row and second column. The
correlation value again is 1 because they are the same commodity so perfectly
correlated.
Repeat this procedure until you have all the distributions you wish to correlate. If a
distribution you wish to correlate is on another worksheet, just go to that worksheet
and click on the appropriate distribution cell.
Click on one of the cells that contains 0.
Type in the correlation strength you want and press enter (refer to table 3 for
guidance). The value must be between 1 and -1. It will automatically populate the
cell that is a mirror correlation.
When you have finished with inserting all correlation values, press OK. It will ask you
to select a location for the matrix. Click OK.
Click on where you want the TOP LEFT HAND CORNER of the matrix to appear in your
spreadsheet, then click OK.
That’s it – done
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Notes









Not all combinations of correlations between variables are mathematically possible.
To check this, once you have entered all the correlations into the matrix, press the
little button to the left of the add inputs button at the bottom of the dialogue box,
then select the option titled check matrix consistency. A pop-up box will either say
‘the matrix is consistent’ in which case just click OK, otherwise, click the ‘yes’ option
and @Risk will adjust the correlations so they are consistent – double check these to
make sure they are sensible.
To revisit the matrix, click on the blue cell in the matrix, then press define
correlations. The matrix will come up again and you can change, add and delete
correlations. Just changing correlation values can be done on the spreadsheet.
Try and only correlate values once in a workbook. If you try and correlate the same
variable more than once you will be given a warning message. If you try and
correlate twice it will erase the first correlation. The only way to avoid this is to have
the same variable in the same matrix and have 0 values for some correlations.
If a correlation doesn't exist, just leave it at 0.
The correlation function does not work if using the ‘dice’ (F9) recalc button.
However it will work once a full simulation is run.
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3.6 Capturing output data
The Excel model you create uses input data to create outputs. These outputs are the result
of various equations and formulas you have included in your spreadsheet. For @Risk to
collect this data and use it to create a distribution, you must first identify which cell or cells
you want captured. There is no limit to the number of outputs you can collect.
When you conduct a simulation with @Risk, the program selects one random value for each
input distribution you have created, runs the calculation and remembers the output value or
values. It then 'rolls the dice' again, coming up with new random values for each input
distribution, does the calculation and remembers this. It then does the process again and
again.
How to collect output data from your model







Identify the cell you want to collect the output data from.
Click the add output button in the @Risk toolbar.
The name of the output should automatically appear (based on the alpha names to
the left and above the cell chosen), otherwise type in the output name.
Click OK.
That’s it – done

Notes




@Risk seems to prefer if there are no calculations in the output cells you are
collecting from. To satisfy this just click on a cell below and copy the result into this
cell.
When you close Excel, @Risk will ask if you want to save. The files are pretty big
because of the graphs and stats. If you click NO, but have the settings right, the next
time you open and run it, the same values will be created.
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3.7 Setting and running a simulation
@Risk is a Monte Carlo simulation program. It samples every random variable in the model
simultaneously, recalculating the spreadsheet and recording the results you chose to
capture. It does this many times (1000’s +) to produce a reasonable representation of all
possible outcomes for the model. An individual calculation is called an iteration. Lots of
iterations are called a simulation.
We need to set the parameters to run the simulation and there are lots of choices. We have
found these simulation setting to be the most useful.
How to create the simulation settings




Click on the first of the little buttons which appear under the word ‘simulations’ in
the @Risk toolbar – it has a small blue bell-curve in it and a tick in the top-right
corner
A dialogue box will appear, it has 5 tabs




The first tab is called general
Here
o the number of iterations to use is 5000 (this should already appear as we set
it in the default)
o the number of simulations is 1
o multiple CPU support = enabled
o when a simulation is not running… ask it to display the expected value.




The next tab is view
Here, make sure every box is empty except the one that says ‘show results summary
window’




The next tab is sampling
Here
o the sampling type is Monte Carlo
o the generator is Mersenne twister
o the initial seed is fixed and equal to 1
o multiple simulations all use the same seed
o collect distribution samples = All
o smart sensitivity analysis = enabled
o update statistics functions = at the end of each simulation



The next tab is macros
o Here, just make sure every box is empty




The last tab is convergence
Here, make sure
o the ‘enable convergence testing’ box is ticked
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o monitor all outputs
o Leave the default tolerances
o ask it to perform tests on simulated mean.
Now you are right to start the model – to do this just press the start simulation button in
the @Risk toolbar and sit back!
Notes



Once you have done all this once, it should save the settings, but it always pays to
check before you run a simulation because it can sometimes misbehave.
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3.8 Viewing the results
Once you have run the model, the results summary window should automatically appear.
This window contains some summary information about your inputs and outputs.
How to view the results











Firstly check that the model has achieved convergence – look in the column titled
‘status’ and check that it says OK. This tells you the data falls within the 95%
confidence interval. If it does not say OK, you will need to run more iterations.
In the results summary window you can see the mean, max/min values, and some
percentiles for your output distribution.
To see the input distributions used in the calculations, click on the inputs tab at the
top,
To have a closer look at the output distribution (or inputs), click on and drag out the
graph from the results summary window onto the spreadsheet. This will give you a
bigger graph, with more viewing options. Right click the mouse and you get a range
of edit and copy options.
You can drag one graph over the other to make comparisons easier. The graph will
change colour and automatically rescale. To remove the second graph go to the
legend of the second graph, right click the mouse and then click on remove graph.
The buttons at the bottom of this graph contain lots of other viewing settings – for
example if you press the 4th little button in the row at the bottom of the dialogue
box, you can switch from a probability density graph to a cumulative probability
graph.
If you close the results summary window and want to get it back, just click on
summary in the results section.

Notes




Graphs and data can be exported to Excel and manipulated any way you want. You
can either do this manually or automatically through the choices in the Excel reports
button
All the statistics in the world are available. We don't know what to do with them but
if you are keen, start clicking on the small buttons at the bottom of the results
sections!
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3.9 Interpreting and discussing the results
The first output from a simulation is a probability distribution graph. This graph represents
the frequency of certain values occurring. Only simulation results matter (ie. the outputs),
not individual values in the spreadsheet.
There are some key aspects to consider:
The spread
1. The wider and flatter the spread, the greater the volatility in the output. Tall, narrow
graphs have less volatile output.
2. Percentiles are the most useful value because they represent risk (value X
frequency). The percentiles (P values) indicate the chances of a value occurring. To
examine different percentiles
a. drag the vertical markers on the graph in the dialogue box so the numbers at
the top of the bars are equal to the percentiles you want
b. click on the % value and type in the percentile you want
c. click on the actual value and type in the value you want.
3. The tornado graphs (found by clicking on the 5th small button at the bottom of the
dialogue box) are very useful in understanding the shape of the graph and what to
consider addressing if you wish to reduce the spread or volatility. We suggest you
chose from
a.Regression co-efficients which ranks variables according to how much their
uncertainty causes the output uncertainty. This analysis ignores how big the
number are and examines how large is the range in the values (large ranges
potentially gives large consequences). Ignore the numbers in the graphs and
just use it to get a feel for which input variables matter the most (and
therefore should be the ones we should concentrate on if we wish to reduce
variability). NB: It has limitation if there are correlations, because the
correlation effects is included in the ranking.
b. Correlation co-efficients - It tests the strength of the relationship between
the observed value and the real value. So if you could alter a risky input, how
likely is it to change an output. Like regression co-efficients ignore the
numbers in the graphs and just use it to get a feel for which input variables
matter the most. Works even if there are correlations in the model.
c. Regression - Mapped Values - Shows the value if the variability could be
changed by one standard deviation. We don't use it.
Notes
 Use the tornado graphs to identify which risky variables to consider and then do
additional simulations (next section) to understand what impact these changes may
have.
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 To get back to viewing the probability distribution, press the 4th little button from
the left at the bottom of the dialogue box, and choose the ‘probability density’
option

The middle
1. The middle (called the central tendency) represents what is more likely to occur.
There are three terms to be familiar with
a. Mean - It is the long run average, often referred to as the expected value. It
is the value that will appear in your Excel model when @Risk is not running.
b. Mode - is most likely to occur compared to any other values - it is the tallest
part of the graph.
c. Median - the middle or 50% percentile (P50). It is the value where 50% of
values are above and 50% are below.
Notes
 Data about the middle is of limited value in this analysis because it tells little about
the risk. However it is often included because it links the familiar 'average' values.

The tails
1. Risk is not about the expected or the middle values, it is the opposite. It is what
happens at the very low and very high ends (the tails) that we are interested in.
2. Tail percentiles eg P5, P95 (1 year in 20), P10,P90 (1 year in 10) are especially useful
to understand what is happening at the tails. We have found 1 in 10 values a good
timeframe to use.
3. Maximum / minimum values occur in the tails but not very useful because the value
will occur so rarely that they can become a distraction. We suggest you leave these
out.
4. Skewness and kertosis measures the 'thickness' of the tail but tails are better
described using percentiles.
5. The <10% scenario graph (found by clicking on the % button once you drag a graph
out of the summary results) is really useful. It ranks risky variables on their
contribution to the downside tail (which is a critical aspect of understanding risk).
The >75% scenario graph is also useful to understand what contributes to the 'big
wins'.
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3.10 Sensitivity simulations (what if analysis)
What if analysis is very useful to test what impact changes in management decisions and/or
risky variables have on the output distribution (risk profile).
Management 'what if' analysis
These decision we have (some) control over. This include things such as enterprise mix,
area sown, stocking rate, locking in prices, buying the block next door etc. The @Risk
program enables you to run a simulation for each management decision you wish to
consider.
Risky variable 'what if' analysis
We can examine the potential of addressing some risky variables by changing the P10, P50
and P90 values. The variables to consider are often guided by the insights from the tornado
and < 10% scenario analysis. For example the worst one year in 10 yields were low, what
would be the impact of improving these by 20% (say by better agronomy). In this case we
change the P10 value.
How to create different simulations



Create a table which identifies the risky variables you wish to compare (we suggest
you create a new tab in the Excel model called simulations). Consider the example in
appendix 4 where we have a 300 ha farm growing 100 ha of wheat, 100 ha of barley
and 100 ha of canola. The <10% scenario analysis suggest barley price is the highest
ranked risky variables that is causing the downside tail. So an option is to lock in a
barley price, which say puts a floor on the minimum price but means we forgo a
potentially higher price. So we create a table as follows, with the first row
representing the current values you are using and the next row(s) representing the
scenario(s).

Simulation
Free market feed barley price
Contract feed barley price








Feed barley distribution price
P10
P50
P90
$188
$245
$319
$220
$245
$300

Click on the cell where the P10 barley price is in the spreadsheet (as this is one of the
values we wish to change).
Click on the insert function button, then special, then RiskSimtable.
Identify the range of cells you want simulation values to come from for the P10, in
this case the cells with $188 and $220 (in blue).
Click on these then press OK.
Repeat for other simulation values you want changed, in this case the P90 as well (in
orange). ie Click on the cell where the P90 barley price is in the spreadsheet, then
click on the insert function button, then special, then RiskSimtable.
Once all the simulations are inserted, go to the simulations tab and select the
number corresponding to the number of rows you have in the table, in this case 2
(the default will be 1).
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Then start simulation. It will produce a simulation for the first row, then one for the
new values you are considering.

Notes
 To add or change the names of the simulations in the outputs tab, go to simulation
settings (the small blue bell-curve with a tick in the top-right corner), click on the
'general' tab, then click on number of simulations. If you chose 2 or greater, the
'simulation names' button will appear. Click on this. Then type in the name for each
of your simulations.
 Beware that by changing the P values you can create distributions that cannot be
graphed. When the program runs and clicks over to these values, the input graph
will be an error and no output graph will appear. It is suggested you test this
possibility by changing the existing values in the model to ensure it can create a
graph of the new distribution.
 The way you set up your Excel model will influence how easy it is to create and run
simulations. For example changing area farmer of crop mix may change costs, labour
etc. These values also need to change in the new simulation to reflect these
consequences.
 It can be valuable to discuss with the farmer what sort of scenarios they might like to
test so you can set your model up accordingly.
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Appendices
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Appendix 1: Historic percentile values for commodities in 2014 dollars (July 2013 to June
2014, inflated to 2014 values)
Commodity
Cattle1

Sheep2

Wool3

Crops4

Feeder steers ($/kg lwt)
Trade steers ($/kg cwt)
Jap ox ($/kg cwt)
Cows ($/kg cwt)
Trade lamb ($/kg cwt)
Heavy lamb ($/kg cwt)
Mutton ($/kg cwt)
Live sheep ($/hd)
17u (kg/cln)
18u (kg/cln)
19u (kg/cln)
20u (kg/cln)
21u (kg/cln)
22u (kg/cln)
23u (kg/cln)
24u (kg/cln)
25u (kg/cln)
26u (kg/cln)
28u (kg/cln)
30u (kg/cln)
Canola ($/t)
APW wheat ($/t)
Malt barley ($/t)
Feed barley ($/t)
Lupins
Lentils

P5

P10

P25

P50

P75

P90

P95

$ 1.66
$ 3.25
$ 3.05
$ 2.30
$ 3.41
$ 3.39
$ 1.31
$ 58
$ 13.29
$ 11.92
$ 10.65
$ 8.87
$ 8.48
$ 8.35
$ 8.22
$ 7.95
$ 7.28
$ 6.49
$ 4.98
$ 4.17
$ 415
$ 198
$ 204
$ 165
$ 218
$ 456

$ 1.73
$ 3.38
$ 3.17
$ 2.49
$ 3.70
$ 3.63
$ 1.55
$ 62
$ 13.56
$ 12.29
$ 11.12
$ 9.44
$ 8.93
$ 8.67
$ 8.51
$ 8.23
$ 7.47
$ 6.64
$ 5.07
$ 4.32
$ 433
$ 210
$ 211
$ 174
$ 223
$ 487

$ 1.89
$ 3.63
$ 3.40
$ 2.77
$ 4.07
$ 3.99
$ 1.93
$ 68
$ 14.14
$ 12.82
$ 11.65
$ 10.28
$ 9.71
$ 9.37
$ 9.07
$ 8.63
$ 7.73
$ 7.02
$ 5.43
$ 4.76
$ 486
$ 234
$ 228
$ 197
$ 243
$ 564

$ 2.06
$ 3.94
$ 3.64
$ 3.06
$ 4.52
$ 4.46
$ 2.39
$ 77
$ 15.26
$ 13.43
$ 12.43
$ 11.45
$ 11.01
$ 10.62
$ 10.30
$ 9.60
$ 8.21
$ 7.41
$ 5.97
$ 5.47
$ 548
$ 275
$ 257
$ 225
$ 295
$ 652

$ 2.27
$ 4.29
$ 3.95
$ 3.32
$ 5.22
$ 5.16
$ 3.18
$ 96
$ 16.89
$ 15.23
$ 13.63
$ 12.62
$ 12.21
$ 11.84
$ 11.43
$ 10.76
$ 9.27
$ 8.38
$ 6.69
$ 6.11
$ 605
$ 327
$ 302
$ 265
$ 347
$ 823

$ 2.47
$ 4.62
$ 4.19
$ 3.59
$ 5.79
$ 5.79
$ 4.18
$ 117
$ 18.71
$ 16.65
$ 15.13
$ 13.85
$ 13.57
$ 13.20
$ 12.51
$ 11.41
$ 10.03
$ 9.09
$ 7.11
$ 6.41
$ 676
$ 373
$ 388
$ 325
$ 369
$ 1,103

$ 2.57
$ 4.81
$ 4.31
$ 3.75
$ 6.21
$ 6.12
$ 4.58
$ 126
$ 15.12
$ 19.59
$ 16.74
$ 14.60
$ 14.12
$ 13.67
$ 13.30
$ 12.17
$ 10.67
$ 9.53
$ 7.33
$ 6.65
$ 780
$ 445
$ 423
$ 371
$ 392
$ 1,221

1 = Average weekly saleyard prices for WA, SA, Vic and NSW. Feeder Steer (C2, 320-400kg lwt),
Trade Steer (C3, 330-400kg lwt), Japan Ox (C4, 500 - 600kg lwt), Cows (D3, 420 - 500kg lwt)
2 = Average monthly saleyard prices for WA, SA, Vic and NSW. Trade lamb weight range 18-22kg,
Heavy lamb weight range 22-24 kg.
3 = Southern indicator prices from auction.
4 = Average weekly port prices for canola APW wheat, malt barley and feed barley from Kwinana,
Adelaide and Geelong. Lupin prices Fremantle only, lentil prices Adelaide only.
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Historic percentile values for commodities as a percentage of the P50 (July 2013 to June
2014)
Commodity
Cattle1

Sheep2

Wool3

Crops4

Feeder steers ($/kg lwt)
Trade steers ($/kg cwt)
Jap ox ($/kg cwt)
Cows ($/kg cwt)
Trade lamb ($/kg cwt)
Heavy lamb ($/kg cwt)
Mutton ($/kg cwt)
Live sheep ($/hd)
17u (kg/cln)
18u (kg/cln)
19u (kg/cln)
20u (kg/cln)
21u (kg/cln)
22u (kg/cln)
23u (kg/cln)
24u (kg/cln)
25u (kg/cln)
26u (kg/cln)
28u (kg/cln)
30u (kg/cln)
Canola ($/t)
APW wheat ($/t)
Malt barley ($/t)
Feed barley ($/t)
Lupins
Lentils

P5
80%
83%
84%
75%
75%
76%
55%
76%
87%
89%
86%
77%
77%
79%
80%
83%
89%
88%
83%
76%
76%
72%
79%
73%
74%
70%

P10
84%
86%
87%
81%
82%
81%
65%
80%
89%
92%
89%
82%
81%
82%
83%
86%
91%
90%
85%
79%
79%
77%
82%
78%
76%
75%

P25
91%
92%
93%
91%
90%
89%
80%
89%
93%
95%
94%
90%
88%
88%
88%
90%
94%
95%
91%
87%
89%
85%
89%
88%
83%
87%
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P50
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

P75
110%
109%
109%
109%
115%
116%
134%
125%
111%
113%
110%
110%
111%
112%
111%
112%
113%
113%
112%
112%
111%
119%
118%
118%
118%
126%

P90
120%
117%
115%
118%
128%
130%
175%
152%
123%
124%
122%
121%
123%
124%
121%
119%
122%
123%
119%
117%
123%
136%
151%
145%
125%
169%

P95
125%
122%
119%
123%
138%
138%
192%
164%
165%
146%
135%
128%
128%
129%
129%
127%
130%
129%
123%
122%
142%
162%
165%
165%
133%
187%
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Appendix 2: ABARES regional yield percentile values for select agro ecological zones from
1990 to 2013 for wheat
Commodity
WA - Central and
Southern wheat belt
SA - Eyre Peninsula
Vic – Wimmera
NSW – Central west

P10
(t/ha)

P50
(t/ha)

P90
(t/ha)

1.36

1.90

2.14

0.74
1.60
0.49

1.43
2.63
1.81

1.87
3.13
2.83

P10

P50

P90

72%

100%

113%

52%
61%
27%

100%
100%
100%

131%
119%
156%

As a % of the P50 value

Commodity
WA - Central and
Southern wheat belt
SA - Eyre Peninsula
Vic – Wimmera
NSW – Central west
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Appendix 3: APSIM and GrassGro model examples of percentile grain yield and pasture
production.
Grain yield (kg/ha) with limited nitrogen (rounded to nearest 50 kg)
Crop

Wheat1
(kg/ha)

Location
Brookton (WA)
Holt Rock (WA)
Hyden (WA)
Mingenew (WA)
Mullewa (WA)
Nabawa (WA)
Paskeville (SA)
Morchard (SA)
Bordertown (SA)
Birchip (Vic)
Inverleigh (Vic)
Hamilton (Vic)
Winchelsea (Vic)

P5
1250
1150
1200
800
1050
1900
2850
650
2950
1700
2750
1800
2950

P10
1550
1350
1400
1100
1250
2200
3150
1000
3150
2050
3200
1950
3100

P25
2050
1750
1850
1450
1450
2650
3450
1700
3400
2750
3350
2200
3300

P50
2400
2100
2150
1750
1650
3000
3750
2500
3550
3300
3500
2400
3500

P75
2700
2400
2550
1950
1900
3300
3950
3100
3750
3850
3650
2650
3650

P90
2900
2650
2800
2150
2150
3500
4050
3500
3900
4150
3750
2800
3750

P95
3000
2800
2900
2250
2250
3600
4100
3600
4000
4350
3850
2900
3850

Grain yield (kg/ha) with unlimited nitrogen (rounded to nearest 50 kg)
Crop

Wheat
(kg/ha)

Location
Brookton (WA)
Holt Rock (WA)
Hyden (WA)
Mingenew (WA)
Mullewa (WA)
Nabawa (WA)
Paskeville (SA)
Morchard (SA)
Bordertown (SA)
Birchip (Vic)
Inverleigh (Vic)
Hamilton (Vic)
Winchelsea (Vic)

P5

P10

P25

P50

P75

P90

P95

2700
1250
1300
2150
1250
3150
3300
650
3450
1750
3350
3550
3050

3050
1500
1600
2300
1550
3300
4000
1000
3700
2100
3500
3750
3250

3450
1950
2100
3100
2350
3950
4650
1750
4150
3150
4000
4050
3650

4200
2600
2700
3750
3000
4450
5200
2850
4600
4250
4550
4400
4150

4750
3300
3400
4450
3750
5000
5650
4100
4900
5150
4850
4650
4650

5200
3800
4000
4800
4400
5350
6100
5250
5100
5600
5100
4850
4900

5600
4300
4350
4950
4650
5750
6300
5900
5150
5850
5150
5000
5000

1 = Mid season variety, sown May 20, medium PAWC, 33% starting soil moisture. Modelled from
1890 to 2012.
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Grain yield as a % of P50 – Limited nitrogen
Crop

Wheat

Location
Brookton (WA)
Holt Rock (WA)
Hyden (WA)
Mingenew (WA)
Mullewa (WA)
Nabawa (WA)
Paskeville (SA)
Morchard (SA)
Bordertown (SA)
Birchip (Vic)
Inverleigh (Vic)
Hamilton (Vic)
Winchelsea (Vic)

P5
53%
55%
56%
46%
62%
63%
76%
27%
82%
52%
78%
76%
84%

P10
65%
64%
66%
62%
73%
73%
84%
41%
88%
62%
91%
81%
89%

P25
86%
82%
85%
81%
87%
88%
92%
68%
95%
84%
95%
93%
95%

P50
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

P75
113%
115%
118%
112%
115%
110%
106%
125%
105%
118%
104%
111%
104%

P90
121%
127%
131%
121%
130%
117%
109%
141%
110%
127%
107%
118%
107%

P95
125%
134%
135%
127%
135%
119%
110%
144%
113%
132%
109%
122%
110%

P25
82%
76%
79%
83%
80%
89%
89%
61%
90%
75%
87%
92%
88%

P50
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

P75
113%
128%
125%
119%
126%
112%
109%
145%
107%
122%
107%
106%
111%

P90
124%
148%
147%
129%
147%
120%
117%
185%
110%
132%
112%
110%
118%

P95
133%
166%
160%
132%
156%
129%
121%
207%
112%
138%
113%
113%
120%

Grain yield as a % of P50 – Unlimited nitrogen
Crop

Wheat

Location
Brookton (WA)
Holt Rock (WA)
Hyden (WA)
Mingenew (WA)
Mullewa (WA)
Nabawa (WA)
Paskeville (SA)
Morchard (SA)
Bordertown (SA)
Birchip (Vic)
Inverleigh (Vic)
Hamilton (Vic)
Winchelsea (Vic)

P5
64%
47%
47%
57%
41%
71%
63%
23%
75%
41%
73%
80%
73%

P10
73%
58%
59%
62%
52%
74%
77%
35%
80%
49%
77%
85%
79%
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Annual pasture dry matter production with limited soil fertility
Location
Bordertown (SA)
Perennial
Inverleigh (Vic)
pasture1
Hamilton (Vic)
(kg DM/ha)
Winchelsea (Vic)
Grazing
oats (kg
Birchip (Vic)
DM/ha)

P5

P10

P25

P50

P75

P90

P95

1800
3300
4400
4450

2900
4400
5700
5450

4350
5750
6750
6750

5150
7100
7700
7800

5850
8350
8500
8600

7150
9250
9400
9500

7400
9950
9900
9900

400

450

450

550

1300

1750

1850

Annual dry matter production with unlimited soil fertility
Location
Bordertown (SA)
Perennial Inverleigh (Vic)
pasture (kg
Hamilton (Vic)
DM/ha)
Winchelsea (Vic)

P5

P10

P25

P50

P75

P90

P95

4200
5400
8300
8850

5500
8350
10300
10700

8100
10500
12100
12050

9500
13200
13750
14100

11200
14500
14950
15300

13450
16900
16600
17100

14200
17400
17300
17650

1 = Calculations from 1957 to 2012 using weather locations listed (NB: Inverleigh used Barunah
Plains). Perennial ryegrass, phalaris and sub clover pasture. Moderate soil water holding capacity.
Limited soil fertility was 60% of unlimited.

Annual pasture dry matter as a % of P50 – limited soil fertility
Location
Bordertown (SA)
Perennial
Inverleigh (Vic)
pasture1
Hamilton (Vic)
(kg DM/ha)
Winchelsea (Vic)
Grazing
oats (kg
Birchip (Vic)
DM/ha)

P5

P10

P25

P50

P75

P90

P95

35%
46%
57%
57%

56%
62%
74%
70%

85%
81%
88%
87%

100%
100%
100%
100%

114%
118%
111%
111%

139%
130%
122%
122%

144%
140%
129%
127%

72%

76%

82%

100%

230%

305%

325%

Annual pasture dry matter as a % of P50 – Unlimited soil fertility
Location
Bordertown (SA)
Perennial Inverleigh (Vic)
pasture (kg
Hamilton (Vic)
DM/ha)
Winchelsea (Vic)

P5

P10

P25

P50

P75

P90

P95

44%
41%
61%
63%

58%
63%
75%
76%

85%
79%
88%
86%

100%
100%
100%
100%

118%
110%
109%
109%

141%
128%
121%
121%

149%
132%
126%
125%
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Appendix 4: Using historic farm data to frame the odds
If using farm data then a 2 step approach is suggested.
Step 1: Develop the form guide
 Examine and/or graph each result
 Identify the extreme values (highs and lows) and attempt to explain why these
results occurred e.g. drought, perfect season, bull broke down etc
 Assign the chances of these extreme events occurring e.g. drought like this once
every 15 years, bull break down once every 25 years (very rare).
 Then consider a typical cluster of values that occur often and attempt to explain any
unusual events associated with these events. There may be none that come to
mind.
Example: Agricultural consultant John Smith has been collecting and benchmarking client
data for the past 20 odd years. He recently started using this information to create form
guides for use in whole farm risk modelling.
One form guide was around lambing rates. John’s first step was to ‘look at the form’. This
required graphing each of the 24 years of data for lambing rates and, where possible,
describe anything unusual about the prevailing season or circumstance. Events like droughts
and favourable conditions at joining were noted.

120

Very early break
Drought

100

Lambing %

80
60
40
20

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

0

Step 2: Frame the odds
 Using Excel calculate the P10, P50 and P90 values
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To understand the data even further it can be useful to create a frequency
histogram. The number of intervals for the histogram can be roughly determined by
taking the square root of the number of values and then rounding up. e.g. if there
were 50 numbers then √50 = 7.07, so round to 8 intervals. Graph the histogram.
Examine the shape of the histogram. Is it evenly distributed around the middle
(normal distribution) or is it skewed (lopsided)?

Example: Agricultural consultant John Smith’s approach was to take the form guide
information for lambing % and use Excel to calculate the P10, P50 and P90 values. These
were P10 = 80%, P50 = 93%, P90 = 101%. He then considered how many years was lambing
less than 80% (only 2 in 24 years) and how many were above 101% (only 3 in 24 years).
He then took a look at the histogram and it appears lower lambing % were more frequent
than higher lambing %. It was skewed towards lower lambing and the higher lambing was

influenced by one very high value.

John ‘eyeballed’ the graph and adjusted the probabilities to better suit the shape of the
histogram. He increased the P10 slightly to 81%, kept the P50 at 93% but lowered the P90 to
99%.
A more elaborate approach is to use a data fitting function available on the professional
version of @Risk. This analyses the data set and automatically creates a frequency
histogram but also identifies the most appropriate distribution to best represent the data.
The choice of ‘best fit’ distribution depends on the statistical analyses chosen.
For data fitting it is recommended the Anderson- Darling (AD) statistical analysis be used.
The AD analysis is chosen because it does not require binning (pre defined division of input
38
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values) and there is greater emphasis on the fit at the 'tails' (extremes, where risk lies)
rather than the middle.
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Appendix 5: Representing zero yields
Consider the example of a crop yield distribution. The typical yield (P50) is 1.8 t/ha, the best
1 year in 10 is 3.0 t/ha and the worst 1 year in 10 is 0.4 t/ha. This distribution creates
negative yields 5.1% of the time. The chances of getting yields above 2 t/ha are 42% or
roughly 2 years in every 5 (figure 1).

Figure 1: Example crop yield distribution showing negative values
Because negative yields are impossible there are two ways to ‘remove’ the negative yields.
The first is to truncate the distribution, which set a minimum yield value. In this case we
would set it at zero. The proportion of the negative values in the distribution are
‘redistributed’ into the remainder of the distribution. This changes the shape of the
distribution and the frequency of different values (figure 2).

Figure 2: Example crop yield distribution with truncation limit set at zero
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Truncation has changed the frequency of different yields, with 2.0 t/ha or greater now
occurring 44% of the time and not 42% of the time. The P10 or 10% result has changed
from 0.4 t/ha to 0.6 t/ha. More importantly it is now impossible to record a zero yield.
The alternative is not to truncate the negative values but use an ‘if’ statement in Excel to
convert any negative values to zero. This allows zero yields to be generated and in the case
of figure 1, allow this to occur 5.1% of the time.
Consider the following input parameters, where the non-truncated yield distribution is in
cell K6 (in yellow)
P10
0.4

P50
1.8

P90
3

Yield (t/ha)
1.74

We would add an if statement in the next column; =IF(K6>0,K6,0) to the table
P10
0.4

P50
1.8

P90
3

Yield (t/ha)
1.74

Modified Yield (t/ha)
1.74

If a positive yield value is generated when ‘the dice is rolled’, then the modified yield is the
same as the original yield:
P10
0.4

P50
1.8

P90
3

Yield (t/ha)
3.13

Modified Yield (t/ha)
3.13

However if the original yield is negative when ‘the dice is rolled’, then the modified yield
generates a zero value, representing no yield.
P10
0.4

P50
1.8

P90
3

Yield (t/ha)
-0.15
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Modified Yield (t/ha)
0.00
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Appendix 6: Influence of combining a Bernoulli distribution with a continuous
distribution.
Consider the example: Canola yields for a particular farm might vary between 1.5 and 3.5
t/ha, 1 year in 10, with an average of 2.3 t/ha. One year in 25 we get a severe frost that
reduces yields by 80%. What difference does including the Bernoulli event make to the yield
distribution?
Create these 2 tables
Commodity
Canola
Probability of
event occurring
(between 0 & 1.0)
0.4

P10
1.5

P50
2.3

Loss if the event
occurs (%)
80

P90
3.5

Type of
event
Frost

Bernoulli yield distribution

Bernoulli yield distribution

42

Yield distribution (t/ha)
2.4
Multiply
Bernoulli
continuous
distribution value by …
0
1
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Appendix 7: Correlations - notes prepared by Tom Jackson
In using probability distributions to represent prices and yields in the farm model, care must be
taken to avoid impossible combinations of these variables being simultaneously drawn in particular
iterations of the model. For example, very high lamb prices are unlikely to occur in the same year as
very low ewe prices. Similarly, the prices of different categories of wool are likely to move together
over time.
To avoid impossible combinations of risky variables being drawn in particular iterations of the
model, correlations between the risky variables have been included. Correlations measure the
strength of relationship between variables. The range of possible values correlations can take is -1 to
1.
A correlation of 1 between two variables means that the values taken by these variables will always
move in the same direction at the same time. For example, if such a correlation applies and the
value drawn from the distribution of variable 1 is high, then the value drawn from the distribution of
variable 2 in the same iteration of the model will also be high. If the correlation between two
variables is -1, then the values taken by these variables will always move in opposite directions – if
the value of variable 1 in a particular iteration is high, the value of variable 2 will be low.
If the correlation is 0 there is no relationship between the two variables – the value taken by variable
1 has nothing to do with the value taken by variable 2 and vice versa. Correlations in the range 0 to
±1 represent incomplete correlations. In these cases, if the value taken by variable 1 is high, then
often, but not always, the value taken by variable 2 will be high or low depending on the sign of the
correlation.
There are many possible correlations between risky variables in farm models. These correlations
may exist within enterprises (ie prices of different types of wool may be positively correlated), or
between enterprises (ie cattle and sheep prices may be positively correlated). Correlations may also
exist in the yield of different farm outputs, both within and between enterprises.
Where it is available, data can be used to estimate the correlations which exist between variables.
However, in situations where data is unavailable, only theoretical arguments can be used. The
correlations which have been included in the farm model and the reasons for including them are
presented below.
Price correlations
At any point in time, market prices are determined by supply and demand. Therefore commodity
prices in the farm model will be connected or correlated if there is some relationship between the
supply or demand of commodities in question. Furthermore, prices of commodities which are not
directly related to each other may still be correlated because of a shared exposure to a
macroeconomic variable (such as the exchange rate) which alters the supply and demand of all
commodities.
Commodities can be related in demand, supply or both. On the demand side, if commodities 1 and 2
are substitutes for one another in consumption, an increase in the price of commodity 1 will cause
the demand for commodity 1 to fall and the demand for commodity 2 to rise. All else being equal,
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this will cause the price of commodity 2 to rise. Accordingly, the prices of commodities 1 and 2 will
be positively correlated.
Alternatively, if commodities 1 and 2 are complements in consumption, a rise in the price of
commodity 1 will result in a reduction in the quantity of demand for commodity 1 and hence a
reduction in demand for commodity 2. All else being equal, this will result in a decline in the price of
commodity 2, and hence the prices of these two commodities will be negatively correlated.
On the supply side, if the production of commodities 1 and 2 is influenced by similar factors (such as
seasonal conditions) then the supply of these commodities will tend to move together over time,
and hence all else being equal prices will tend to be positively correlated.
Also, commodities may be complements or substitutes in production, which will also contribute to
non-zero price correlations. For example, co-produced commodities (eg wool and mutton are coproduced by sheep) will tend to have positively correlated prices. Finally, if commodity 1 is an input
to the production of commodity 2 (eg replacement ewes are an input to lamb production) the prices
of these two commodities will generally be positively correlated.
Whether or not these theoretical explanations for non-zero correlations between commodity prices
actually apply in reality depends on the characteristics of the relevant markets. Fortunately, a large
amount of historical data is available which can be used to estimate correlations between prices.
The correlations which have been used in this analysis and explanations of why they have been
chosen are provided below.
Price correlations within enterprises: Crops
The most common crop outputs represented in these models will be wheat, barley and canola. At
least to some extent, these commodities are all substitutes for one another in consumption. Also,
production of these commodities is affected by similar factors (namely climatic conditions).
Accordingly, both the demand and supply of these commodities are likely to move together in a
given year, hence their prices are likely to be positively correlated.
For the same reasons, there are likely to be strong positive correlations between the prices of
different categories of wheat, barley and canola in any given year. Grains are closer substitutes for
one another than for oilseeds, hence there is likely to be a higher correlation between wheat and
barley prices than between the prices of canola and wheat or canola and barley.
The main variable inputs to crop enterprises are sowing costs, fertiliser, seed and sprays. The prices
of all these inputs are determined by supply and demand conditions in each of their markets. There
is little reason to believe that correlations different to zero exist between the prices of these inputs,
or between the prices of these inputs and of the prices of crop outputs.
Price correlations within enterprises: Wool
The prices of different categories of wool are likely to be positively correlated because they are
substitutes in consumption.
All else being equal, the prices of wool and culled sheep may also be positively correlated because
wool and mutton are co-products of sheep. This means that a change in the production of wool will
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generally be associated with a change in the production of mutton, and vice versa. However, this is a
fairly weak link – in any given year many factors other than the price of wool will also influence the
supply of culled sheep, so we would expect a low correlation (if any) to exist between these prices.
The main variable inputs to wool enterprises are replacement sheep. Even in the case of selfreplacing flocks, the sheep used to replace those which are culled or die have a price – namely the
value which would have been received if these sheep had been sold instead of being retained as
replacements.
There is likely to be a positive correlation between the price of replacement sheep and wool because
replacement sheep are an input to the production of wool. Specifically, this means that when the
price of wool rises, the value of sheep used to produce wool increases and hence the price
producers are willing to pay for replacements also rises.
Price correlations within enterprises: Sheep meat
The outputs of sheep meat enterprises are lamb, culled sheep and wool. The prices of lamb and
culled sheep are likely to be positively correlated because in many markets they are substitutes in
consumption, and because they are co-products of sheep. Similarly, as is the case for wool
enterprises, there may be a positive correlation between wool and culled sheep prices in sheep
meat enterprises.
While the production of lamb and wool are linked in the sense that they are co-produced by sheep
there is unlikely to be much correlation between lamb and wool prices. Other market forces are
much stronger determinants of these prices in any given year than the effect of co-production.
Furthermore, the changing structure of the sheep industry has weakened the link between these
commodities.
The main variable inputs to sheep meat enterprises are replacement ewes. There is likely to be a
positive correlation between the prices of lamb and replacement ewes. This is because the value of
sheep used to produce lamb increases when the price of lamb rises, increasing the price which can
be paid for replacement ewes.
Price correlations within enterprises: Cattle
The outputs of cattle enterprises are typically young stock and culled breeding stock. The prices of
these two outputs may be positively correlated because they are substitutes in consumption, and
because they are co-products of cattle.
The main variable inputs to these enterprises are replacement stock. The price of replacements is
likely to be positively correlated with the price of young stock because breeding stock are an input to
the production of young stock, hence the value of breeding stock will increase when the price of
young stock rises.
Price correlations between enterprises: Crops and wool
These commodities are not related in consumption, and are unlikely to be related in production to
any great extent because they have different growing seasons.
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Price correlations between enterprises: Crops and sheep meat
These commodities are not related in consumption, and are unlikely to be related in production to
any great extent because they have different growing seasons.
Price correlations between enterprises: Crops and cattle
These commodities are not related in consumption, and are unlikely to be related in production to
any great extent because they have different growing seasons.
Price correlations between enterprises: Sheep meat and wool
These commodities are not related in consumption, although as explained in the within-enterprise
section above, they may be related in production.
Price correlations between enterprises: Sheep meat and cattle
These commodities may be weak substitutes in consumption, and may be related in production
because they can have a similar growing season within years.
Price correlations between enterprises: Wool and cattle
These commodities are not related in consumption, although they may be related in production
because they can have a similar growing season within years.
Yield correlations
Yields will be positively correlated if the same factors influence the production of particular
commodities. Within enterprises there is likely to be positive correlations between the yields of all
outputs produced because variation in seasonal conditions will affect the production of all outputs in
a similar way.
Generally, the yields of commodities which have the same growing season are likely to be positively
correlated (for example wheat and barley). These correlations will be lower for commodities which
have different growth profiles throughout the season because they are not equally exposed to
events that have a major impact on yields such as frost or water stress.
The correlation between commodities which do not share the same growing season (for example
wheat and lambs) is likely to be low. This is because there are many circumstances under which a
season which is bad for crops is not bad for pasture production and vice versa. Accordingly, yield
correlations between enterprises are likely to be lower than within-enterprise correlations.
The occurrence of catastrophic seasonal conditions (such as drought or flood) will reduce the yield of
all outputs, hence the occurrence of ‘disaster years’ within and between enterprises may be
correlated. In some situations, correlating the occurrence of these events may be a more accurate
way to represent the relationships between the yields of different enterprises than including
correlations between yields under normal seasonal conditions.
Unlike commodity prices, very little farm-level data is available to calculate yield correlations
between the different commodities produced by mixed-enterprise farms. Accordingly, the
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magnitude of these correlations has been defined using expert opinion, based on many years of
accumulated experience.
Theoretically, an alternative way to represent yield correlations in the farm model would be to
define a distribution of seasonal conditions and to define crop and livestock yields relative to this
distribution using plant growth equations. However, this would involve estimating some very
complicated equations and be subject to significant error; hence the method used here of
correlating yield distributions obtained from individual farmers is preferred.
Yield correlations within enterprises: Crops
The yield of wheat, barley and canola are all likely to be positively correlated because they have the
same growing season and hence will be affected by the same climatic events. While positive, these
correlations will be less than 1 because of differences in the timing of critical crop growth periods
throughout the growing season for these crops, and differences in susceptibility to particular
conditions.
Canola is more different to wheat or barley than they are to each other, hence the correlations
between canola and barley or wheat yields are likely to be lower than the correlation between
wheat and barley yields.
Yield correlations within enterprises: Wool
In a given year, the yield of all categories of wool depends on the genetic profile of the sheep flock
and the supply of energy to sheep. In any given year, variation in the production of wool is likely to
be caused by variation in energy supply to sheep, and this is likely to affect the production of all
categories of wool equally. Accordingly, the correlation between yields of different categories of
wool should be positive.
Variation in the supply of energy may alter the proportion of wool in each category. For example, in
years when feed is very scarce, a greater proportion of finer wool may be produced. However, this
effect would not be represented in the model by a correlation, but is captured through the wool
price distribution which represents the average wool price received for all wool sold.
The weight at which culled stock are sold also depends on the availability of energy to sheep, hence
there may be a positive correlation between wool and culled sheep yields.
Yield correlations within enterprises: Sheep meat
The yield of lamb primarily depends on the availability of energy to sheep. Hence, if different
categories of lamb are represented in the model, the yields of these categories will be closely
correlated.
The weight of wool and culled stock also depends on energy availability, hence there may be a
positive correlation between the yields of these commodities, and between the yield of these
commodities and lamb.
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Yield correlations within enterprises: Cattle
The yield of young stock from cattle enterprises primarily depends on the availability of energy.
Hence, the yield of different categories of young stock will be closely correlated. The weight of culled
stock also depends on energy availability, hence there may be a positive correlation between these
yield of these commodities.
Yield correlations between enterprises
As noted above, the yields of commodities which do not share the same growing season are unlikely
to be closely correlated. For example, seasonal conditions which are good for crop growth are not
necessarily also good for pasture growth. Even within the pasture-based enterprises, cattle and
sheep do not have the same production cycle, hence the yields generated by these enterprises will
not necessarily be closely correlated.
The most likely source of non-zero yield correlations between enterprises is the occurrence of
‘disaster years’ in which the yield of all commodities is reduced. Causes of these events are
droughts, floods, bushfires, etc. The occurrence of these disaster years has been included in the yield
distributions which have been defined for each of the commodities in the model.
Correlations between the occurrence of these disaster years have been included in the model. For
example, a positive correlation between the occurrence of disaster for crops and sheep meat would
mean that the occurrence of a simultaneous disaster year for both crops and sheep meat would
become more likely.
Yield correlations between enterprises: Crops and wool
These commodities do not have the same growing season hence there is little reason to believe that
there will systematically be a positive or negative correlation between these yields under normal
seasonal conditions.
Yield correlations between enterprises: Crops and sheep meat
These commodities do not have the same growing season hence there is little reason to believe that
there will systematically be a positive or negative correlation between these yields under normal
seasonal conditions.
Yield correlations between enterprises: Crops and cattle
These commodities do not have the same growing season hence there is little reason to believe that
there will systematically be a positive or negative correlation between these yields under normal
seasonal conditions.
Yield correlations between enterprises: Sheep meat and wool
A positive correlation may exist between the yields of these commodities because sheep meat and
wool are co-produced by sheep. The magnitude of this correlation will depend on the extent to
which these two enterprises share a growing season, hence the correlation may vary between farms
depending on the timing of shearing and lambing.
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Yield correlations between enterprises: Sheep meat and cattle
To the extent that they share a common growing season, the yields of these two commodities may
be positively correlated. Accordingly, the timing of joining, birth and turnoff for both enterprises will
be important determinants of this correlation.
Yield correlations between enterprises: Wool and cattle
To the extent that they share a common growing season, the yields of these two commodities may
be positively correlated. Accordingly, the timing of joining, birth, turnoff and shearing for these
enterprises will be important determinants of this correlation.

Yield-price correlations
The final category of correlations to consider is those which may exist between the prices and yields
represented in the model. In doing this it is important to remember that the whole-farm model
represents an individual farm which faces farm-specific production conditions and prices which are
largely determined on global markets. This means that there is unlikely to be many situations where
correlations between prices and yields in the farm model will take values different to zero.
Even though low yields are often associated with high prices, low wheat yields on a particular farm in
Victoria may or may not be associated with high wheat prices in a given year because the wheat
price is largely determined by supply and demand for wheat in the global market. Hence, even if
Victorian wheat yields are low in a particular year, if production in the rest of Australia and in other
countries is relatively high, then wheat prices may also be low in the same year.
Ideally, price and yield data from individual farms could be used to estimate the correlations
between the prices and yields of relevant commodities. However, sufficient historical data to allow
such calculations to be performed is rarely available and even if it was there is no guarantee that
correlations estimated using this data would be useful, given the constantly-changing structure of
global commodity markets.
Using values other than zero to represent correlations reflects the belief that on average, two
variables are related in some systematic way. While many situations can be imagined in which prices
and yields move together, many situations can also be imagined where they move in opposite
directions, depending on local growing conditions and movements in global markets. Accordingly, in
the absence of relevant data or a sound theoretical argument, no correlations should been assumed
to exist between prices and yields in the farm model.
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Appendix 8: Influence of correlations
Consider the example: We have a 300 ha farm growing 100 ha of wheat, 100 ha of barley
and 100 ha of canola. We have created distributions for yield and price for each
commodity. Without including a correlation the average gross income from the three
commodities is $232,000 and has the following distribution.

We decide to include a correlation for price. Using table 3 in the text we choose a 0.7
correlation. It has the following distribution and gives an average gross income of $229,000.

The two graphs look similar and give a very similar average gross income, however when
they are combined the differences become more obvious. The correlation has reduced the
frequency of the one in two year incomes occurring (P25 to P75), but have increased the
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frequency of the tails. If we are interested in risk, the low gross income tail has increase
substantially meaning we are more likely to get low gross income.
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Appendix 9 – Historic price correlations (July 2003 to June 2014) from WA, SA and Victoria
All (WA, SA, Vic, NSW)

Canola
APW Wheat
Malt Barley
Feed Barley
Lupins
Lentils
17u wool
19u wool
21u wool
24u wool
28u wool
Trade Lamb
Heavy Lamb
Mutton
Feeder steers
Trade steers
Jap Ox
Cows
Livesheep

Canola
1.00
0.90
0.81
0.80
0.75
0.48
-0.43
-0.53
-0.43
-0.41
-0.42
-0.08
-0.06
-0.06
-0.34
-0.34
-0.34
-0.31
-0.01

APW
Wheat

Malt
Barley

Feed
Barley

Lupins

1.00
0.84
0.83
0.83
0.55
-0.44
-0.54
-0.43
-0.41
-0.43
-0.13
-0.11
-0.11
-0.40
-0.42
-0.41
-0.40
-0.10

1.00
0.89
0.80
0.45
-0.36
-0.53
-0.27
-0.21
-0.29
-0.30
-0.27
-0.27
-0.31
-0.34
-0.30
-0.33
-0.29

1.00
0.80
0.22
-0.37
-0.51
-0.30
-0.25
-0.24
-0.33
-0.31
-0.27
-0.25
-0.26
-0.29
-0.32
-0.22

1.00
0.38
-0.39
-0.43
-0.36
-0.33
-0.33
-0.32
-0.28
-0.29
-0.42
-0.44
-0.41
-0.47
-0.30

Lentils

17u
wool

19u
wool

21u
wool

24u
wool

28u
wool

Trade
Lamb

Heavy
Lamb

Mutton

Feeder
steers

Trade
steers

Jap Ox

Cows

Livesheep

1.00
-0.31
-0.46
-0.21
-0.18
-0.43
0.08
0.11
-0.03
-0.37
-0.43
-0.29
-0.21
-0.14

1.00
0.69
0.87
0.84
0.86
0.05
0.01
-0.15
0.39
0.43
0.57
0.47
-0.25

1.00
0.69
0.52
0.71
-0.04
-0.04
-0.18
0.34
0.39
0.42
0.36
-0.18

1.00
0.96
0.93
-0.14
-0.17
-0.35
0.45
0.47
0.65
0.52
-0.49

1.00
0.90
-0.12
-0.17
-0.31
0.49
0.50
0.67
0.53
-0.47

1.00
-0.15
-0.19
-0.30
0.51
0.53
0.64
0.52
-0.38

1.00
0.98
0.84
0.25
0.32
0.25
0.29
0.70

1.00
0.80
0.19
0.26
0.20
0.24
0.65

1.00
0.16
0.24
0.06
0.17
0.83

1.00
0.86
0.74
0.80
0.08

1.00
0.79
0.83
0.10

1.00
0.84
-0.05

1.00
0.06

1.00
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